What's in the Database?

Some egregious examples of limited data in WHO’s “Unsafe Abortion” Database:

**Africa**
- *Libyan Arab Jamahiriya*: one 1984 hospital study of 246 pregnancies.
- *Morocco*: two 1984 community studies with sample sizes of 75 and 125.

**Asia**
- *Bhutan*: one hospital study over 1976-87, sample size of 44.
- *Bahrain*: one 1977-86 hospital study of 37 maternal deaths.
- *Lebanon*: two 1971-82 hospital studies, sample sizes of 45.

**Europe**
- *Albania*: three estimates of abortion mortality and four other studies from unidentified sources, with three listed sample sizes of four, eight, and 66.
- *Bulgaria*: a 1973-77 abortion deaths figure from a public source, and two unidentified studies of maternal deaths from the 1990s with sample sizes of seven and nine.

**Latin America**
- *Uruguay*: “public source” data with sample sizes of five, 14, and 23 individuals, as well as five other pieces of “public source” data with unidentified sample sizes, all from the 1970s and 1980s.